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The near ChNPP zone (20 to 60 km from the nuclear power plant) is an area of

most intensive radioactive contamination, the density of which (being in the center) 1,000

to 10,000 Ci/sq.km (for 137Cs and ^Sr), 20 to 200 Ci/sq.km (for the sum of alpha-radiating

isotopes of Pu, i.e. 238Pu, 239Pu, 24° Pu and "'Am.1 The field of radionuclide contamination in

1 In Ukraine the density of radionuclide contamination, at high levels, is measured

not in kBq/sq.m but in Ci/sq.km, 1 Ci/sq.km is equal to 37kBq/sq.m.
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this zone is most complicated and contrast. This causes, to large extent, considerable

distinctions on different maps made during last decade. In its turn, this ambiguity of

mapping results hinders to reveal main structural (two - dimensional) patterns of this field.

Meantime, the significance of such structural patterns is very high in study of genesis (i.e. of

nature of definite mechanisms of formation of the radionuclide contamination field during

26.04.86 to 10.05.86) as well as purely practically in predicting the specific levels of

contamination in one or another place, i.e. in refining maps of contamination, in particular in

the intervals between the existing test points.

As a main tool for revealing and interpreting the internal structure of radionuclide

contamination field, around the Chernobyl NPP the reliable and validated detailed scale

maps of contamination densities could serve. Such maps should have, on the one hand, a

high enough density of initial observation points (not less than 1 to 10 points per 1 sq.cm.

of final map) and, on the other hand, a high representativeness of each observation point, i.e.

reliability of presentation of its vicinity (0.1 to 1 sq.km). The available analytical data files

of soil sampling in the exclusion zone conform neither to the first requirement, nor to the

second one: real density of sampling does not exceed 0.2 to 0.5 points per 1 sq.m, and the

representativeness of obtained results has a typical variation from medium values (in the

neibourhood of 0.1 to 1 sq.km) to 3 to 5 times.

Results of airgammaspektrometry mapping on the scales of 1:100.000 and 1:25.000

formally meet both main requirements but today they give estimations only on density of

137Cs (estimation on 241Am is possible on densities being more than 0.5 Ci/sq.km). Besides,

these estimations are not direct (contact) ones but indirect (distant) that sharply diminishes

the possibility of their reliable metrological support. In particular, the variations of

landscape/geomorphology characteristics of the locality which are difficult to take into

account (of special note are levels of humidity in soil and in lower layer of atmosphere) lead

to variations in readings of an instrument to 2 to 3 times at the constant level of soil
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contamination with 137Cs, and the sum of all sources of errors brings up this factor to 3 to 5

times. In spite of a very significant file of analytical data on the Chernobyl exclusion zone

and its surroundings, as well as of many of tens of drawn maps presenting the radiation

situation and levels of radioactive contamination of the locality, until recently there were

neither unified summary map (conditional enough on the scales 1:200,000 and more

detailed) of contamination fields of the Chernobyl exclusion zone, nor clear notion of

internal structure of these fields.

The team of specialists from seven different institutions/organizations of Ukraine

tried to resolve this twofold problem, i.e. to decode the structure of radionuclide

contamination field in the near zone of ChNPP and to draw a faithful map for !3? Cs on the

base of generalization/synthesis of accessible to date materials obtained over the course of

10 years. It has been possible to collect and generalize more than 75 to 80 per cent of data

available in Ukraine. Real prerequisites exist for applying the rest of trustworthy materials

this year. In the whole, about 40 sources of primary information maps and tables have been

already analyzed and taken into account.

Generalization and synthesis of sets of dissimilar data (not rare are ones being

considerably different from others) were carried out with the use of following main

principles (including those of stochastic mapping):

• taking account of real representativeness (trustworthiness) of starting data, i.e.

creation of most simple graphical model of contamination field, statistically not

contradicting the factual evidence;

• priority given to most trustworthy data (in particular, to the surface ones over the

AGS ones);

• priority of high estimations of contamination levels over the low ones;

• structural conditionality and interpretability of maximum number of elements taken

from a drawn field of contamination.

y

The last means striving for correspondence of final map and of its separate fragments

with available model presentations concerning the mechanisms/course of formation of
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radionuclide contamination of the locality with emissions from destroyed reactor of 4th unit of

the ChNPP.

In our opinion the positive structures of contamination field on the territory under

investigation could form in two main ways:

• dry deposition from separate jets of radionuclide material in atmosphere that led to

formation of linear radial/jet structures having predominantly fuel form of fall-outs

(dioxides of uranium, their alloys with zirconium etc.);

• rain deposition of (principally) condensation material from higher layers of

atmosphere (abrupt enrichment with isotopes of l34Cs, 137Cs, partly of 10«Ru and

insignificantly of 90Sr) that resulted in formation of less regular and not linear structures

and often isometrical or "palmated" structures (not infrequently having an orientation

evidently different from the radial one) in the locality.

On the whole, the work was made on the cycle: initial model representations, their

comparison with factual data on activities of 137Cs in reference points, refinement of local

graphical models and of their parameters, repeat comparison with factual evidence, synthesis of

model forms and factual data in the form of final cartographic representation.

Main practical result of the work was to obtain a generalized map of retrospective

estimation of locality contamination with I37Cs at the distances from the ChNPP of 40 to 80 km.

The map has been drawn in the scales 1 : 100.000 and 1 : 200.000. The general picture of

contamination field is depicted appreciably more detailed than on the maps made before (12

gradations are highlighted instead of 5 to 8) and as a whole looks much more regularly. Densities

of contamination on the entire map and in the territory of the Chernobyl exclusion zone of

Ukraine vary from 0.2 - 0.5 Ci/sq.km to 1,000 - 10,000 Ci/sq.km and even more, i.e. the contrast

range of contamination levels on this radionuclide in the Chernobyl exclusion zone reaches 4 to 5

orders.

In general, one could recognize four basic types of structural elements in the

contamination field:

• central "volcano-like" structures having hyperbolic growth of activities toward the

center (territory of the ChNPP);

• linear/radial zones of increased density of contamination ("jets"), radiating outward

from the center in, almost all azimuths; these "jets" seem to be 10 to 15 in number; a part

of them is traced to many tens or even hundreds of kilometers in the overall territory of

Ukraine;

• local positive structures of a "superimposed" nature, separated from the central

structure. This is a series of anomalies along the south-western trace ("Polesskoye -

Narodichi jet"), activities in which being 300 to 900 Ci/sq.km, especially near the villages
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Vesnyanoye - Dibrova, and a vast secant Radin - Kryukov structure to the north from

the ChNPP (at the southern Byelorussian border) with the contamination density of 500

to 1500 Ci/sq.km. Judging from the radionuclide composition of contamination and from

data of meteorology, all these local anomalies are composed predominantly of

condensation material, and rain deposition.

In addition, such structural elements can be observed in the Chernobyl exclusion zone as

relatively clean areas (contamination with l37Cs less than 5 CL/sq.km) which are enlarging in the

direction to the boundaries of the Chernobyl exclusion zone. Three such zones of potential

rehabilitation have been revealed. The principal one of them is Ilyintsy - Korogod zone (south-

western sector of the exclusion zone) where the contamination level is lowered to 1 to 2 Ci/sq.km

and even less than 0.5 or 1 Ci/sq.km. For purposes of comparison it will be remembered that in

the neighbourhood of Kiev it is of about 0.7 to 0.9 CL/sq.km.

Making the map allowed to find a number of areas reflected before with significant

deviations from real levels of contamination, among which are the village Dibrova (discrepancy

of 20 to 50 times) and south-western area of the exclusion zone (10 to 20 times).

The detail maps and block - diagrams were made to show the features of thin internal

structure of separate areas having increased density of radionuclide contamination. These

materials have been obtained on the test grounds "Krasnitsa" ("explosion" western trace of

contamination, 12 to 14 km to the west from the ChNPP) and "Vesnyanoye" (south-western

trace, 30 to 33 km from the ChNPP). The density of the observation net on the both test grounds

was 100 x 100 m, i.e. 100 points per 1 sq.km. Block-diagrams of intensity of gamma-radiation

from ground surface on the test ground "Krasnitsa" reflects a clear and regular linearity of

typically "dry" fall-outs (in the near ChNPP zone) corresponding to the fuel component of

Chernobyl ejection (concerning the composition). The "explosion" trace itself is split to 3 to 4

thin jets, to the large extent overlapping one another. The distance between the crests of these jets

is only 200 to 300 m that causes very high anisotropy of radionuclide contamination field of this

structure at the level ofl : 20 to 1 : 50.

The map of density of soil contamination with l37Cs on the test ground "Vesnyanoye"

also represents evident anisotropy of this field, long axes of microstructures of which being

oriented to the ChNPP. However there are two essential dissimilarities from previous case:

anisotropy is expressed far weaker (at the level of 1:2 to 1:4), and among microstructures of the

field the linear forms already are not prevailing but curved ones are. As a result, the total picture

of the field becomes obviously turbulent. This is one more evidence (except anomalous

relationship between isotopes of cesium, strontium and plutonium) in favor of hypothesis on rain

genesis of this anomalous zone.

Those structural - genetic approach, having substantially higher precision of prognoses,

was developed and justified to making the maps of a territory contaminated with products of

radioactive ejection from the ChNPP in 1986. On the base of the developed approach and
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numerous initial materials, the inner structure of contamination field (in the territory of 40 to 80

km around the ChNPP) was decoded, and more reliable map of 137Cs contamination density as

of May 10, 1986 on the scale 1:200,000 has been made. More over made and published have been

the maps of l37Cs and sum of plutonium isotopes contamination of the territory of Ukraine on

the scale 1:2,000,000. Making analogous maps for 90Sr and 24'Am is now being completed.

It have to pay attention that present-day methods of computer mapping eiser embody the

traditional "manual" techniques of making maps, or realize some universal models (kriging,

spline-approximation etc.). Therefore, the application of modern computer technologies itself

does not solve the problems of quality of the maps under consideration. The special models

based on the structural - genetic approach allow to obtain the better consistency with the real

environment state under complicated contamination conditions of the Chernobyl zone.

For computer embodiment of structural approach a set of original algorithms

"STACHER" has been developed; development of the corresponding software may be

accelerated with the availability of international cooperation.
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